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Abstract. Referring expressions usually describe an object using prop-
erties of the object and relationships of the object with other objects. We
propose a technique that integrates context between objects to under-
stand referring expressions. Our approach uses an LSTM to learn the
probability of a referring expression, with input features from a region
and a context region. The context regions are discovered using multiple-
instance learning (MIL) since annotations for context objects are
generally not available for training. We utilize max-margin based MIL
objective functions for training the LSTM. Experiments on the Google
RefExp and UNC RefExp datasets show that modeling context between
objects provides better performance than modeling only object proper-
ties. We also qualitatively show that our technique can ground a referring
expression to its referred region along with the supporting context region.

1 Introduction

In image retrieval and human-robot interaction, objects are usually queried by
their category, attributes, pose, action and their context in the scene [1]. Natural
language queries can encode rich information like relationships that distinguish
object instances from each other. In a retrieval task that focuses on a particular
object in an image, the query is called a referring expression [2,3]. When there
is only one instance of an object type in an image, a referring expression pro-
vides additional information such as attributes to improve retrieval/localization
performance. More importantly, when multiple instances of an object type are
present in an image, a referring expression distinguishes the referred object from
other instances, thereby helping to localize the correct instance. The task of
localizing a region in an image given a referring expression is called the compre-
hension task [4] and its inverse process is the generation task. In this work we
focus on the comprehension task.

Referring expressions usually mention relationships of an object with other
regions along with the properties of the object [5,6] (See Fig. 1). Hence, it is
important to model relationships between regions for understanding referring
expressions. However, the supervision during training typically consists of anno-
tations of only the referred object. While this might be sufficient for modeling
attributes of an object mentioned in a referring expression, it is difficult to model
relationships between objects with such limited supervision. Previous work on
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The plant on the right side of the TV

Umbrella held by a girl in red coat

A bed with two beds to the left of it

Umbrella held by a woman wearing a blue jacket

A person on a black motorcycle

A man riding a white sports bike

A person sitting on a couch watching TV

A man sitting on a table watching TV

Computer monitor above laptop screen

Referred Object Context Object Referred Object Context Object

Fig. 1. Context between objects is specified using spatial relationships between regions
such as “above”, “to the right”, “to the left” etc. It is also represented using interactions
between objects such as “riding”, “holding” etc. When there are multiple instances of
the same type of object, context helps in referring to the appropriate instance.

referring expressions [2,4,7] generally ignores modeling relationships between
regions. In contrast, we learn to map a referring expression to a region and its
supporting context region. Since the bounding box annotations of context objects
are not available for training, we learn the relationships in a weakly supervised
framework.

We follow the approach of Mao et al. [4] to perform the comprehension task.
The probability of a referring expression is measured for different region pro-
posals and the top scoring region is selected as the referred region. The input
features in our model are obtained from a {region, context region} pair where
the image itself is considered as one of the context regions. The probability of
a referring expression for a region can then be pooled over multiple pairs using
the max function or the noisy-or function. We use an LSTM [8] for learning
probabilities of a referring expression similar to Mao et al. [4]. Since the bound-
ing boxes for context objects are not known during training, we train using a
Multiple-Instance Learning (MIL) objective function. The max-margin based
LSTM training of Mao et al. [4] is extended to max-margin MIL training for
LSTMs. The first formulation is similar to MI-SVM [9] which has only neg-
ative bag margin and the second formulation is similar to mi-SVM [9] which
has both positive and negative bag margins. Experiments are performed on the
Google RefExp dataset [4] and UNC RefExp dataset [10]. Our results show that
modeling objects in context for the comprehension task provides better perfor-
mance than modeling only object properties. We also qualitatively show that our
technique can ground the correct context regions for those referring expressions
which mention object relationships.
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2 Related Work

The two tasks of localizing an object given a referring expression and generating
a referring expression given an object are closely related. Some image caption
generation techniques [11,12] first learn to ground sentence fragments to image
regions and then use the learned association to generate sentences. Since the
caption datasets (Flickr30k-original [13], MS-COCO [14]) do not contain the
mapping from phrases to object bounding boxes, the visual grounding is learned
in a weakly supervised manner. Fang et al. [15] use multiple-instance learning to
learn the probability of a region corresponding to different words. However, the
associations are learned for individual words and not in context with other words.
Karpathy et al. [16] learn a common embedding space for image and sentence
with an MIL objective such that a sentence fragment has a high similarity with
a single image region. Instead of associating each word to its best region, they
use an MRF to encourage neighboring words to associate to common regions.

Attention based models implicitly learn to select or weigh different regions in
an image based on the words generated in a caption. Xu et al. [17] propose two
types of attention models for caption generation. In their stochastic hard atten-
tion model, the attention locations vary for each word and in the deterministic
soft attention model, a soft weight is learned for different regions. Neither of
these models are well suited for localizing a single region for a referring expres-
sion. Rohrbach et al. [18] learn to ground phrases in sentences using a two stage
model. In the first stage, an attention model selects an image region and in the
second stage, the selected region is trained to predict the original phrase. They
evaluate their technique on the Flickr 30k Entities dataset [12] which contains
mappings for noun phrases in a sentence to bounding boxes in the corresponding
image. The descriptions in this dataset do not always mention a salient object in
the image. Many times the descriptions mention groups of objects and the scene
at a higher level and hence it becomes challenging to learn object relationships.

Kong et al. [19] learn visual grounding for nouns in descriptions of indoor
scenes in a supervised manner. They use an MRF which jointly models scene
classification, object detection and grounding to 3D cuboids. Johnson et al. [20]
propose an end-to-end neural network that can localize regions in an image
and generate descriptions for those regions. Their model is trained with full
supervision with region descriptions present in the Visual Genome dataset [21].

Most of the works on referring expressions learn to ground a single region by
modeling object properties and image level context. Rule based approaches to
generating referring expressions [22,23] are restricted in the types of properties
that can be modeled. Kazemzadeh et al. [2] designed an energy optimization
model for generating referring expressions in the form of object attributes. Hu
et al. [7] propose an approach with three LSTMs which take in different fea-
ture inputs such as region features, image features and word embedding. Mao
et al. [4] propose an LSTM based technique that can perform both tasks of refer-
ring expression generation and referring expression comprehension. They use a
max-margin based training method for the LSTM wherein the probability of a
referring expression is high only for the referred region and low for every other
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region. This type of training significantly improves performance. We extend their
max-margin approach to multiple-instance learning based training objectives for
the LSTM. Unlike previous work, we model context between objects for com-
prehending referring expressions.

3 Modeling Context Between Objects

Given a referring expression S and an image I, the goal of the comprehension
task is to predict the (bounding box of the) region R∗ that is being referred to.
We adopt the method of Mao et al. [4] and start with a set of region proposals (C)
from the image. We learn a model that measures the probability of a region given
a referring expression. The maximum scoring region R∗ = arg maxR∈C p(R|S, I)
is then selected as the referred region. Mao et al. [4] rewrite the scoring function
as R∗ = arg maxR∈C p(S|R, I) by applying Bayes’ rule and assuming a uniform
prior for p(R|I). This implies that comprehension can be accomplished using a
model trained to generate sentences for an image region.

Many image and video captioning techniques [11,24,25], learn the probability
of a sentence given an image or video frame using an LSTM. The input features
to the LSTM consist of a word embedding vector and CNN features extracted
from the image. The LSTM is trained to maximize the likelihood of observing the
words of the caption corresponding to the image or the region. This model is used
by Mao et al. [4] as the baseline for referring expression comprehension. Along
with the word embedding and region features, they also input CNN features
of the entire image and bounding box features to act as context. They further
propose a max-margin training method for the LSTM to enforce the probability
of a referring expression to be high for the referred region and low for all other
regions. For a referring expression S, let Rn ∈ C be the true region and Ri ∈
C \ Rn be a negative region; then the training loss function with a max-margin
component is written as

J(θ) = −
∑

Ri∈C\Rn

{
log p(S|Rn, I, θ)
−λ max(0,M − log p(S|Rn, I, θ) + log p(S|Ri, I, θ)

}
(1)

where θ are the parameters of the model, λ is the weight for the margin loss com-
ponent and M is the margin. The max-margin model has the same architecture
as the baseline model but is trained with a different loss function.

In the above model, the probability of a referring expression is influenced by
the region and only the image as context. However, many referring expressions
mention an object in relation to some other object (e.g., “The person next to the
table”) and hence it is important to incorporate context information from other
regions as well. One of the challenges for learning relationships between regions
through referring expressions is that the annotations for the context regions
are generally not available for training. However, we can treat combinations of
regions in an image as bags and use Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) to learn
the probability of referring expressions. MIL has been used by image captioning
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Fig. 2. We identify the referred region along with its supporting context region. We
start with a set of region proposals in an image and consider pairs of the form {region,
context region}. The entire image is also considered as a potential context region. The
probability is evaluated using an LSTM which takes as input region CNN features,
context region CNN features, bounding box features and an embedding vector for words
in the referring expression. All the LSTMs share the same weights. The probability of
a referring expression for an individual region is obtained by finding the maximum
over its pairs with context regions. The noisy-or function can be used instead of the
max function. After pooling over context regions, the top scoring region (along with
its context region) is selected as the referred region

techniques [15,16,26] to associate phrases to image regions when the ground-
truth mapping is not available.

We learn to map a referring expression to a region and its supporting context
region. We start with a set of region proposals in an image and consider pairs of
the form {region, context region}. The image is included as one of the context
regions. The probability of a referring expression is learned for pairs of regions
where the input features include visual features and bounding box features for
both regions. The probability of an individual region is then obtained by pooling
from probabilities of the region’s combinations with its potential context regions.
After pooling, the top scoring region (along with its context region) is selected
as the referred region. Figure 2 shows an overview of our system.

Let C = {I,R1, R2, . . . , Rn} be the set of candidate context regions which
includes the entire image, I, and other regions generated by the object proposal
algorithm. The minimum size of the context region set is one since it always
includes I and the model in that case would be equivalent to Mao et al. [4]. We
now define the probability of a sentence S given a region R as

p(S|R) = max
Ri∈C\R

p(S|R,Ri) (2)
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This implies that the probability of a sentence given a region is defined as the
maximum probability obtained by any of the region’s combination with a context
region. The referred region can now be selected as the top scoring region from
the max-pooled probabilities.

R∗ = arg max
R∈C\I

{
max

Ri∈C\R
p(S|R,Ri)

}
(3)

The noisy-or function can be used instead of the max function in Eq. 2. Then
the referred region is selected as

R∗ = arg max
R∈C\I

⎧
⎨

⎩1 −
∏

Ri∈C\R
(1 − p(S|R,Ri))

⎫
⎬

⎭ (4)

The noisy-or function can integrate context information from more than one pair
of regions and it is more robust to noise than the max function.

We learn the probability function p(S|Ri, Rj) using multiple-instance learn-
ing. In our MIL framework, a positive bag for a referring expression consists of
pairs of regions of the form (Rt, Ri). The first element in the pair is the region
Rt referred to in the expression and the second element is a context region
Ri ∈ C \ Rt. A negative bag consists of pairs of regions of the form (Ri, Rj)
where Ri ∈ C \ Rt and Rj ∈ C. Figure 3 shows an example of bags constructed
for a sample referring expression.

An LSTM is used to learn the probability of referring expressions and we
define multiple-instance learning objective functions for training. Similar to the
max-margin training objective defined in Eq. 1, we apply the max-margin app-
roach of MI-SVM and mi-SVM [9] here to train the LSTM. In MI-SVM, the
margin constraint is enforced on all the samples from the negative bag but only
on the positive instances from the positive bag. The training loss function with
a margin for the negative bag is given by

J ′(θ) = −
∑

Ri∈C\Rt,
Rj∈C

{
log p(S|Rt, θ)
−λN max(0,M − log p(S|Rt, θ) + log p(S|Ri, Rj , θ)

}
(5)

The difference between the max-margin Eqs. 1 and 5 is that the probability
of the referred region is now obtained from Eq. 2 and the negative samples are
not just pairs of regions with the entire image.

The loss function in Eq. 5 ignores potential negative instances in the positive
bag. We can attempt to identify the negative instances and apply a margin to
those pairs as well. In mi-SVM, the labels for instances in positive bags are
assumed to be latent variables. The goal is to maximize the margin between all
positive and negative instances jointly over the latent labels and the discriminant
hyperplane. In many referring expressions, there is usually one other object
mentioned in context. We assume that there is only one positive pair in the
positive bag and assign a positive label for the instance with the maximum
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The plant on the right side of the TV

Region1

Region4

Region3

Region2

Positive Bag Negative Bag

Fig. 3. Given a set of region proposals in an image, we construct positive and negative
bags containing pairs of regions. In this example, the plant in Region1 is the referred
object. Hence the positive bag consists of pairs of the form (Region1,Ri) where Ri is
one of the remaining regions. The negative bag consists of pairs of the form (Ri, Rj)
where the first region Ri can be any region except Region1 and the second region Rj

can be any region including Region1

probability. The remaining pairs in the positive bag are assigned a negative label.
Without loss of generality, let (Rt, Rc) be the positive instance from the positive
bag. The training loss function with margins for both positive and negative bags
is given by,

J ′′(θ) = −
∑

Ri∈C\Rt,
Rj∈C

{
log p(S|Rt, Rc, θ)
−λN max(0,M − log p(S|Rt, Rc, θ) + log p(S|Ri, Rj , θ)

}

−
∑

Rk∈C\Rc

{
log p(S|Rt, Rc, θ)
−λP max(0,M − log p(S|Rt, Rc, θ) + log p(S|Rt, Rk, θ)

}

(6)

In the training algorithm proposed by Andrews et al. [9] for mi-SVM, the
latent labels for instances in a positive bag are obtained in an iterative manner.
The mi-SVM algorithm iterates over two steps: use the current hyperplane to
determine the latent labels, then use the labels to train a new hyperplane. Since
neural networks are trained over multiple epochs of the data, the training process
is similar to the iterative algorithm used to train mi-SVM. During an epoch, the
positive instance (Rt, Rc) in the positive bag is determined as

Rc = arg max
Ri∈C\Rt

p(S|Rt, Ri) (7)

The parameter θ is updated by applying the loss function in Eq. 6 with Rc

substituted into it. In the following epoch, Rc is updated using the model with
updated parameter θ.

The assumption that there is one positive instance in the positive bag holds
true when a referring expression uniquely identifies an object and its context
object. Such referring expressions are present in the Google RefExp dataset
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(e.g., “A white truck in front of a yellow truck”). The UNC RefExp dataset
contains referring expressions which do not always uniquely refer to an object
with its context object (e.g., “Elephant towards the back”). Hence the two dif-
ferent formulations (Eqs. 5 and 6) harness different characteristics of referring
expressions between the two datasets.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

We perform experiments on the Google RefExp dataset [4] and the UNC Ref-
Exp dataset [10]. Both datasets contain referring expressions for images in the
Microsoft COCO dataset [14].

The dataset partition accompanying the current release of Google RefExp
dataset was created by randomly selecting 5000 objects for validation and
5000 objects for testing. This type of partitioning results in overlapping images
between training, validation and test sets. To avoid any overlap between the
partitions, we create our own partition for the training and validation sets. Our
training partition contains 23199 images with 67996 objects. Some objects have
multiple referring expressions and hence the total number of referring expres-
sions is 85,408. The validation partition contains 2600 images with 7623 objects
and 9602 referring expressions. The results of the baseline and max-margin tech-
niques did not differ much between our partition and the Mao et al. [4] partition.
However, we perform experiments with our partition since we model context
from many regions in an image and that information should not leak into the
test stage. We will make our partition publicly available. The test set of this
dataset has not been released yet. Hence, we use 4800 referring expressions from
the training set for validation.

The UNC RefExp dataset was collected by applying the ReferIt game [2] on
MS-COCO images. The training partition contains 16994 images, 42404 objects
and 120624 referring expressions. The validation partition contains 1500 images,
3811 objects and 10834 referring expressions. The testing partition contains two
splits. TestA partition contains 750 images, 1975 objects and 5657 person-centric
referring expressions. TestB partition contains 750 images, 1810 objects and 5095
object-centric referring expressions. While Mao et al. [4] create their own test
partition of the UNC RefExp data from a random subset of objects, we work
with the partitioning provided by Yu et al. [10].

The evaluation is performed by measuring the Intersection over Union (IoU)
ratio between a groundtruth box and the top predicted box for a referring expres-
sion. If the IoU >0.5, the prediction is considered a true positive and this is the
Precision@1 score. The scores are then averaged over all referring expressions.

4.2 Implementation Details

Our neural network architecture is the same as Mao et al. [4]. We use an
LSTM to learn probabilities of referring expressions. The size of the hidden
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state vector is 1024. We extract CNN features for a region and its context
region using the 16 layer VGGNet [27] pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset.
We use the 1000 dimensional features from the last layer (fc8) of VGGNet and
fine tune only the last layer while keeping everything else fixed. The CNN fea-
tures for each region are concatenated with bounding box features of the form
[xmin

W , ymin

H , xmax

W , ymax

H , Areabbox

Areaimage
] where (W,H) are the width and height of the

image. The resulting feature length for both the region and the context region
is 2010. We scale the features to lie between -0.5 and 0.5 before feeding them
into the LSTM. The scaling factors were obtained from the training set. We use
a vector embedding of size 1024 for the words in a referring expression. The size
of the vocabulary is 3489 and 2020 for the Google RefExp and UNC RefExp
datasets respectively. The vocabularies are constructed by choosing words that
occur at least five times in the training sets. We also filter out special characters
of length 1.

We implement our system using the Caffe framework [28] with LSTM layer
provided by Donahue et al. [24]. We train our network using stochastic gradient
descent with a learning rate of 0.01 which is halved every 50,000 iterations.
We use a batch size of 16. The word embedding and LSTM layer outputs are
regularized using dropout with a ratio of 0.5.

While Mao et al. [4] used proposals from the Multibox [29] technique, we
use proposals from the MCG [30] technique. We obtain top 100 proposals for an
image using MCG and evaluate scores for the 80 categories in the MS-COCO
[14] dataset. We then discard boxes with low values. The category scores are
obtained using the 16 layers VGGNet [27] CNN fine-tuned using Fast RCNN
[31]. The category scores of proposals are not used during the testing stage by
the referring expression model.

4.3 Comparison of Different Techniques

We compare our MIL based techniques with the baseline and max-margin models
of Mao et al. [4]. The model architecture is the same for all the different variants
of training objective functions.

Our implementation of the max-margin technique provided better results
than those reported in Mao et al. [4]. We use a margin M = 0.1 and margin
weight λ = 1 in the max-margin loss function. The margin is applied on word
probabilities in the implementation. For each referring expression and its referred
region, we sample 5 “hard MCG negatives” for training, similar to their “hard
Multibox negatives”. The “hard MCG negatives” are MCG proposals that have
the same predicted object category as the referred region. The object category of
a proposal is obtained during the proposal filtering process. For our MIL based
loss functions, we randomly sample 5 ground-truth proposals as context regions
for training. We also sample 5 hard MCG negatives. We use a margin M = 0.1
and margin weights λN = 1, λP = 1 in the MIL based loss functions. During
testing, we combine the scores from different context regions using the noisy-or
function (Eq. 4). We sample a maximum of 10 regions for context during the
testing stage.
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Table 1. Precision@1 score of different techniques. The results are obtained using the
noisy-or function for pooling context information from multiple pairs. We experiment
with both ground-truth (GT) and MCG proposals

Proposals GT MCG

Google RefExp - Val

Max Likelihood [4] 57.5 42.4

Max-Margin [4] 65.7 47.8

Ours, Neg.Bag Margin 68.4 49.5

Ours, Pos. & Neg. Bag Mgn. 68.4 50.0

UNC RefExp - Val

Max Likelihood [4] 67.5 51.8

Max-Margin [4] 74.4 56.1

Ours, Neg. Bag Margin 76.9 57.3

Ours, Pos. & Neg. Bag Mgn. 76.1 57.4

Proposals GT MCG

UNC RefExp - TestA

Max Likelihood [4] 65.9 53.2

Max-Margin [4] 74.9 58.4

Ours, Neg. Bag Margin 75.6 58.6

Ours, Pos. & Neg. Bag Mgn. 75.0 58.7

UNC RefExp -TestB

Max Likelihood [4] 70.6 50.0

Max-Margin [4] 76.3 55.1

Ours, Neg. Bag Margin 78.0 56.4

Ours, Pos. & Neg. Bag Mgn. 76.1 56.3

Table 1 shows the Precision@1 scores for the different partitions of both
datasets. We show results using ground-truth proposals and MCG proposals
to observe the behavior of our framework with and without proposal false posi-
tives. The results show that our MIL loss functions perform significantly better
than the max-margin technique of Mao et al. [4] on the validation partitions
of both datasets and the TestB partition of UNC RefExp dataset. The results
on the TestA partition show only a small improvement over the max-margin
technique and we investigate this further in the ablation experiments.

We observe on the Google RefExp dataset that the MIL loss function with
both positive and negative bag margin performs better than the one with nega-
tive bag margin only. In this dataset, referring expressions which mention con-
text between objects usually identify an object and its context object uniquely.
Hence there is only one positive instance in the positive bag of region and context
region pairs. This property of the referring expressions satisfies the assumption
for using the loss function with both positive and negative bag margin.

On the UNC RefExp dataset, we observe that the MIL loss function with
negative bag margin performs better or similar to the loss function with both
positive and negative bag margin. Unlike the Google RefExp dataset, the refer-
ring expressions in the dataset do not always uniquely identify a context object.
Many times the context object is not explicitly mentioned in a referring expres-
sion e.g., in Fig. 6b, the elephant in the front is implied to be context but not
explicitly mentioned. The assumption of one positive instance in the positive bag
does not always hold. Hence, the performance is better using the loss function
with negative bag margin only.

4.4 Ablation Experiments

In Table 1, the results for the MIL based methods use the noisy-or function for
measuring the probability of a referring expression for a region. The noisy-or
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Table 2. Pooling context in different ways during testing. We compare the performance
of pooling context using noisy-or function, max function and also restricting to image as
context. The bold values indicate the best performance obtained for the corresponding
dataset among all settings

MIL with Negative Bag Margin

Proposals GT MCG

Google RefExp - Val

Noisy-Or 68.4 49.5

Max 66.5 48.6

Image context only 65.9 48.1

UNC RefExp - Val

Noisy-Or 76.9 57.3

Max 75.5 56.5

Image context only 76.4 56.7

UNC RefExp - TestA

Noisy-Or 75.6 58.6

Max 74.1 57.9

Image context only 76.2 58.8

UNC RefExp - TestB

Noisy-Or 78.0 56.4

Max 76.8 55.3

Image context only 77.0 55.0

MIL with Pos. & Neg. Bag Margin

Proposals GT MCG

Google RefExp - Val

Noisy-Or 68.4 50.0

Max 67.2 49.3

Image context only 67.9 49.3

UNC RefExp - Val

Noisy-Or 76.1 57.4

Max 75.3 56.5

Image context only 76.1 56.6

UNC RefExp - TestA

Noisy-Or 75.0 58.7

Max 73.4 58.2

Image context only 75.5 58.9

UNC RefExp - TestB

Noisy-Or 77.5 56.3

Max 76.1 55.3

Image context only 76.1 55.0

function integrates context information from multiple pairs of a regions. We can
also use the max function to determine the probability of a referring expression
for a region. In this case, the probability for a region is defined as the maximum
probability obtained by any of its pairings with other regions. We also experiment
with restricting the context region set to include only the image during testing.

The results in Table 2 show that noisy-or pooling provides the best perfor-
mance on all partitions except the UNC RefExp TestA partition. It is also more
robust when compared to max pooling, which does not exhibit consistent perfor-
mance. Our models with just image context perform better than the max-margin
model of Mao et al. [4] which also used only image as context. The reason for
this improvement is that our MIL based loss functions mine negative samples for
context during training. In the max-margin model of Mao et al. [4], the model
was trained on negative samples for only the referred region and it was not
possible to sample negatives for context.

Figures 4 and 5 show a few sample results from the Google RefExp dataset.
We observe that our model can localize the referred region and its supporting
context region. When there is only one instance of an object in an image, the
presence of a supporting context region helps in localizing the instance more
accurately when compared to using just the image as context. When there are
multiple instances of an object type, the supporting context region resolves ambi-
guity and helps in localizing the correct instance.
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Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling

(a) The elephant that the man is walking and guiding

(c) A slice of pizza on a plate with a knife next to it

(e) A white and red beaded suitcase sitting to the left of other red luggage

(i) Dog on right wearing green bow tie and hat

(b) A white truck in front of a yellow truck

(d) A person wearing a gray shirt watching TV with another person

(f) A pizza in front of a woman with a gray sweatshirt

Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling

(j) Woman smiling with umbrella to the right

(g) A chair closest to the lady (h) A horse being led by an equestrian

Fig. 4. Google RefExp results. We show results from the model trained with positive
and negative bag margin. We compare the grounding between using image context only
and pooling the context from all regions using noisy-or. A box with dashed line indicates
the context region. We first identify the referred region using noisy-or function. The
context region is then selected as the one which produces maximum probability with
the referred region. The last row shows images with misplaced context regions

Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling

(a) A man wearing eyeglass cut the pizza with his friend

(c) A basket full of flowering plants sitting on top of a stack of cardboard boxes

Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling

(b) A boy with brown hair and red shirt with gray sleeves

(d) Horse on the left of the group of horses

Fig. 5. Google RefExp failure cases. We observe errors when there is wrong grounding
of attributes or when there is incorrect localization of context region

The sample results in Fig. 6 from the TestB partition of the UNC RefExp
dataset shows that our method can identify the referred region even when the
context object is not explicitly mentioned. Since our method considers pairs of
regions, it can evaluate the likelihood of a region relative to another region. For
example, when there are two instance of the same object on the left, our method
can evaluate which of those two instances is more to the left than the other.
On the TestA partition of UNC RefExp dataset, we observe that adding context
did not improve performance. Samples from this partition are shown in Fig. 7.
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Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling

(a) Very top top thing

Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling

(c) Broccoli far left

(e) Front most duck

(g) Far left sandwich

(b) Elephant towards the back

(d) Train on the left

(f) Food on the far back on the plate

(h) Zebra on right

Fig. 6. UNC RefExp results from TestB partition. We show results from the model
trained with negative bag margin. We observe that our method can identify the referred
region even when the context object is not explicitly mentioned

Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling

(a) Of three in front one on right

Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling

(c) Black in the front

(e) Guy on the tennis course

(b) A little boy

(d) Young woman in back

(f) Blue on left

Fig. 7. UNC RefExp failure cases from TestA partition. We show results from the model
trained with negative bag margin. This partition contains terse referring expressions.
Most of the time, the referring expressions do not uniquely identify the people

The referring expressions in this partition deal with people only and are usually
terse. They do not always refer to a unique region in the image. We also observe
that many referring expressions do not mention that they are referring to a person.

To observe the effect of spatial relationships between objects, we move the
referred region to different locations in the image and evaluate the likelihood of
the referred region at different locations. Figure 8 shows sample heat-maps of the
likelihood of a referred object. We first select the entire image as context and
observe that the likelihood map is not indicative of the location of the referred
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Ground-truth Image as context Object as context

(a) A woman sitting on a bench

(c) Skis being worn by a skier wearing a green and white jacket

(e) A pizza in front of the woman on the table

Ground-truth Image as context Object as context

(f) A silver Apple laptop being used by a person in a plaid shirt

(b) A green and white book underneath two other books

(d) Large grey luggage with black bag on top

Fig. 8. Spatial likelihood of referred region given a context region. We fix the context
region and evaluate the likelihood of the referred object being present in various loca-
tions of the image. When the entire image is used as context, the high likelihood regions
do not necessarily overlap with the location of the referred region. However when the
context region is fixed, the high likelihood regions overlap with the referred region

object. However, when the relevant context object is selected, the regions of high
likelihood overlap with the location of referred object.

5 Conclusions

We have proposed a technique that models the probability of a referring expres-
sion as a function of a region and a context region using an LSTM. We demon-
strated that multiple-instance learning based objective functions can be used
for training LSTMs to handle the lack of annotations for context objects. Our
two formulations of the training objective functions are conceptually similar
to MISVM and mi-SVM [9]. The results on Google RefExp and UNC RefExp
dataset show that our technique performs better than the max-margin model
of Mao et al. [4]. The qualitative results show that our models can identify a
referred region along with its supporting context region.
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